## APPENDIX B

**DEFINED OCCUPATIONAL SERIES GROUPING**

### #1
- (6474) Supervising Carpenter
- (6475) Lead Carpenter
- (6476) Carpenter I
- (6477) Carpenter Apprentice

### #2
- (6524) Supervising Painter
- (6525) Lead Painter
- (6526) Painter I
- (6527) Painter Apprentice

### #3
- (6532) Lead Electrician
- (6533) Electrician I
- (6534) Supervising Electrician
- (6536) Electrician Apprentice

### #4
- (6547) Supervising Plumber
- (6548) Lead Plumber
- (6549) Plumber I
- (6550) Plumber Apprentice

### #5
- (6280) Metal Worker I
- (6281) Metal Worker II
- (6285) Sheet Metal Apprentice
- (6587) Supervising Metal Worker

### #6
- (6641) Locksmith Apprentice
- (6642) Locksmith I
- (6643) Lead Locksmith
- (6644) Supervising Locksmith

### #7
- (6700) Supervising Building Service Engineer
- (6701) Building Service Engineer Apprentice
- (6702) Building Service Engineer
- (6707) Lead Building Service Engineer

### #8
- (6260) Facilities Control Specialist
- (6692) Refrigeration Mechanic Apprentice
- (6699) Air Conditioning/Refrigeration Mechanic
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#9
(6685) Power Plant Operator
(6703) Operating Engineer
(6704) Operating Engineer Apprentice

#10
(6269) Supervising Automotive and Equipment Mechanic
(6270) Automotive/Equipment Mechanic
(6837) Mechanics Helper
(6838) Automotive Mechanic Apprentice
(6852) Lead Automotive and Equipment Mechanic

#11
(6250) Facilities Worker I
(6251) Facilities Worker II
(6940) Facilities Maintenance Mechanic

#12
(6616) Mason

#13
(6941) Farm Maintenance Mechanic

#14
(6575) Blacksmith

#15
(6265) Facilities Project Supervisor